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How good is it , The ISOPTIK New Ultra Individual Digital 3 D
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Progressive Eyeglasses ?

What makes difference between The ISOPTIK New Ultra Individual Digital 3 D Progressive
Eyeglasses and others old technology progressive eyeglasses ?
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Eye examination practice from others progressive eyeglasses produced from outdated technology
was originated over 100 years ago and has been the standard guideline until these days. By applying
this old technology to progressive eyeglasses production, these eyeglasses capacity can only be
utilized at 10% of its full performance.
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Most wearers have to acclimatize their brain to these eyeglasses which create discomfort. Usually ,
they take a longtime to get used to these eyeglasses. The image instability disturbance always
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happens when turning head , glancing from left or right corners or body moving , especially ,
walking up and down the stairs. There are a large amount of people around the world who are not
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impressed with these old technology progressive eyeglasses.

Unfortunately, they waste their money over THB 50,000 each time on these eyeglasses that cannot
used. These customers have to accept the cost for this wrong choice.
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ISOPTIK has dedicated over 10 years to research and development with the eye care specialists
around the world. Finally, we brought the revolution to the eye care world arena by introducing the
innovative high end 3 D technology for eye examination and launched The ISOPTIK New Ultra
Individual Digital 3 D Progressive Eyeglasses to the market. The Eyeglasses are designed and
produced at the highest resolution for instant crystal clear vision at any distances by high
refinement and accuracy to accommodate Individual Prescription of short sightedness,
farsightedness , astigmatism , presbyopia , phoria , tropia with Individual Life Style and Individual
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Position of Wear on The Individual Frame.

Our customers can naturally achieve the best vision right from the start. Besides, The Eyeglasses
offer the most comfortable feeling like they are integrated as part of the body so that the wearer will
feel relaxed and at the same time will perceive the sense of more capability and full of energy like
when they were young with Full Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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Master Bobi believes that because God has promised to bless us abundantly , we should be a
blessing to others. So , if we can improve one mans life because of the blessing from God , it is the
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greatest merit that man should do to man. Also , Master Bobi would like to pass on the divine belief
to everyone that God creates human being with full capability so be brave to believe , be brave to
pray , be brave to think and utmost be brave to pursue our big dream and improve it day by day. One
day we will find that we can become someone who is the best in the world in what we have
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dedicated and determined to achieve.
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